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Abstract— This paper addresses the problem of identification
of Wiener systems from a set–membership standpoint. Its main
result shows that, by pursuing a risk–adjusted approach, the
problem can be reduced to a convex LMI optimization form
that can be efficiently solved. These results are illustrated with
a non–trivial problem arising in computer vision: tracking a
human in a sequence of frames, where the challenge here arises
from the changes in appearance undergone by the target and
the large number of pixels to be tracked.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wiener systems are a special type of nonlinear systems
consisting of the cascade of a Linear Time Invariant (LTI)
plant and a memoryless, static non–linearity. The problem of
identifying such models from experimental data has received
considerable attention, since these systems arise in many
practical situations in a wide range of applications, including
control [27], communications, [10], [7], and biology, [4], [5].
Several techniques have been proposed in the past to solve
this problem. [12], [27] propose a recursive identification
algorithm in the context of a stochastic approximation framework. [26], [13] use subspace methods to separately identify
the linear part of the system. [11], uses a nonparametric
approach where the invertible part of the nonlinearity is
estimated using kernel regression. A potential difficulty with
these approaches is that they are stochastic in nature, relying
on the use of white Gaussian inputs. [19] addresses this
limitation by explicitly modelling the inverse of the nonlinearity, coupled with the use of subspace based approaches.
[2] presents an optimal two-stage identification algorithm
combining recursive least squares and singular value decomposition and [1] uses a blind approach to recover all the
internal variables solely based on the output measurement.
All of these approaches require additional assumptions on
the nonlinearity (either invertibility or a special structure),
which do not hold in several problems of practical interest.
Finally, [3] develops a frequency domain based algorithm by
exploring the fundamental frequency and harmonics generated by the nonlinearity. However, at the present time this
approach is restricted only to frequency domain data (e.g.
steady state outputs generated by sinusoidal inputs).
In this paper, we propose an algorithm for time–domain
based identification that avoids these difficulties by pursuing

a risk-adjusted approach. Here, in return for an (arbitrarily)
small risk of not being able to establish consistency of
the data, the problem is reduced to a convex optimization
problem. In the second part of the paper we illustrate these
results with a non–trivial problem arising in computer vision:
tracking a human in a sequence of frames. The challenge
here arises from the changes in appearance undergone by the
target and the large number of pixels to be tracked. By using
the proposed identification method, we show that the problem
can be solved by modelling the plant as a Wiener system.
This formalizes some recent conjectures [16] where it has
been argued that this motion can be explained by considering
linear dynamics in a low dimensional manifold, accounting
for the physics of the motion, followed by a static nonlinearity that accounts for appearance changes in the target.
II. P RELIMINARIES
For ease of reference, next we summarize the notation used
in the paper.
x
column vector.
AH
conjugate transpose of matrix A.
σ (A)
maximum singular value of A.
A > (≥)0
A = AH is positive(semi) definite.
I, 0
the identity and zero matrices of compatible dimensions (when omitted).
BX (γ)
open γ-ball in a normed space X :
BX (γ) = {x ∈ X : xX ≤ γ}.
BX (γ)
closure of BX (γ).
extended Banach space of vector valp
ued real sequences equipped with the
norm:
∞
 p1
. 
xi pp
,
xp =
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Space of functions with bounded analytic continuation inside the unit disk,
.
equipped with the norm: G∞ =
ess sup|z|<1 σ (G(z)).
space of transfer functions analytic
in |z | ≤ ρ,equipped with the norm
.
G∞,ρ = ess sup|z|<ρ σ (G(z)).
open unit ball in the normed space:
BH∞ : {h ∈ H∞ , h∞ < 1}.
set of (N − 1)th order FIR
transfer matrices that can be
completed to belong to BH∞ ,
.
i.e. BHN
∞ = {H(z) = h0 + h1 z +
. . . + hN −1 z N −1 : H(z) + z N G(z) ∈
BH∞ , for some G(z) ∈ H∞ }.
By a slight abuse of notation, in cases
where it is clear from the context, we
will use BHN
∞ also to denote the finite
sequence {h0 , h1 , . . . , hN −1 }.
lower triangular block Toeplitz matrix associates with any finite sequence
{xk , k = 0, 1, · · · , n − 1}, or any column vector x = [x0 , x1 , · · · , xn−1 ]T
:
⎡
⎢
⎢
Tx = ⎢
⎢
⎣

x0

0

x1
..
.

x0
..
.

xn−1

xn−2

...
..
.
..
.
...

0

Fig. 1.

Wiener System Structure

where ∗ denotes convolution and the signals u ∈ Rnu and
y ∈ Rny represent the experimental data: a known finite
input sequence and its corresponding output sequence, corrupted by unknown but norm–bounded measurement noise
η. Note that the intermediate signal ω ∈ Rnω (the output
of the LTI system) is not measurable. Our goal is to, given
the experimental data {u, y} and some a priori information
about the plant, establish whether they are consistent, and
if so, find a model that interpolates the experimental data
within the measurement error level.
In the sequel, we will make the following standard assumptions about the a priori information:
.
A1.- The linear portion of the plant belongs to the set S =
BH∞,ρ (K), that is, we consider exponentially stable
plants with a stability margin of (ρ − 1) and a peak
response to complex exponential inputs bounded by
some known K.
A2.- The static nonlinearity can be expanded in terms of
some known basis functions:

⎤

⎥
0⎥
⎥
⎥
0⎦
x0

fi (.) =

.
In the case of an LTI system G, we will denote by TG
the Toeplitz operator associated with an ∞ stable system.
For an input sequence applied in the interval [0, ∞] :
⎤⎡ ⎤
⎡ ⎤ ⎡
g0 0 0 · · · · · ·
y0
u0
⎥ ⎢u1 ⎥
⎢y1 ⎥ ⎢g1 g0 0
0
·
·
·
⎥⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎢y2 ⎥ = ⎢g2 g1 g2 0 · · ·⎥ ⎢u2 ⎥
⎦⎣ ⎦
⎣ ⎦ ⎣
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

bi,j ψi,j (.), ; ψi,j (.) known

j=1

A3.- The measurement noise satisfies:
.
η ∈ N = {η : ηk ∞ ≤ }
With these assumptions, the problem under consideration can
be precisely stated as:
Problem 1: Given the a priori information S, N , ψi,j (.)
and the a posteriori experimental data {y, u}, determine:

TG

1) if the a priori and a posteriori
consistent, i.e., the consistency set

where uk and yk denote the inputs and outputs sequences to
the system.
When dealing with finite sequences of length N, we will
represent these operators by TN
G the finite N × N upper left
sub-matrices of TG .

information are

.
T (y) = {H ∈ BH∞,ρ (K) : yk = BΨ [(h ∗ u)k ] + ηk ,
for some B ∈ Rny ×nf and some sequence
ηk ∈ N , k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1}

(2)
is nonempty, where Ψ = (ψi,j )
2) If T = ∅, find a nominal model {H, f (.)} that
interpolates the experimental data1

III. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
Consider the Wiener system shown in Figure 1 consisting
of the interconnection of a LTI system H(z) and a memoryless nonlinearity f (.). The corresponding equations are given
by:
yk = f (ωk ) + ηk
(1)
ωk = (h ∗ u)k

nf


1 If T = ∅, then the experimental data {y, u} invalidates the a priori assumptions about the class of models and noise, that is, the experimental data
cannot be explained by models in these sets.
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N

s
1.- Generate Ns samples {ĥ}N
i=1 of the set BH∞ , ρ(K)
by using the algorithm proposed in [24] to sample
N
BH∞ , followed by the transformation hi = K ·
[1, ρ−1 , ρ−2 , · · · , ρ−(N −1) ] · ĥi . Set i = 1.
2.- Solve the following optimization problem:

IV. R ISK A DJUSTED S ET–M EMBERSHIP I DENTIFICATION
OF W IENER S YSTEMS
In this section we present a solution to Problem 1 based
on the use of risk adjusted ideas. We begin by recasting the
problem into an equivalent, albeit non–convex, optimization
form.

B

A. Establishing consistency
Lemma 1: Given K > 0, ρ > 1, a nonlinear matrix
function Ψ(·), and two vector sequences of experimental
data y = [y0 , y1 , · · · , yN −1 ]T and u = [u0 , u1 , · · · , uN −1 ]T ,
there exist a linear operator H(z) ∈ BH∞,ρ (K) and a
nonlinear mapping f (·) = BΨ(·) such that the consistency
set T (y) is nonempty, if and only if there exist a vector h
and a matrix B satisfying:

 N T 
−2
.
Th
M(h) = KRN
≥0
Th
KR2
(3)
N
y − B · Ψ(Th u) ∈ N
N
where TN
u and Th are the lower Toeplitz matrix associated
with the sequences u and vector h respectively, and R =
diag[1, ρ, ρ2 , · · · , ρN −1 ].
Proof: From theorem 2.3.6 in [6] it follows that, given
−1
a finite sequence {hi }N
i=0 there exists Ho ∈ BH∞ such
that H = h + . . . + hN −1 z N −1 + . . . .. if and only if
 N To N o
Th
Th ≤ I. The first condition in (3) follows now from
the fact that
1
H(z) ∈ BH∞,ρ (K) ⇐⇒ H(ρz) ∈ BH∞
K
followed by a Schur complement argument. The second
condition is a restatement of the conditions

ωk
yk

µ(hi ) = min y − BΨ(TN
hi u)∞

(4)

3.- If µ(hi ) ≤  or i = Ns , stop. Otherwise, set i = i + 1
and go back to step 2.
The algorithm finishes either by finding one feasible pair
{h, B} or after Ns steps, in which case the a posteriori experimental data is deemed to invalidate the a priori information. As we show next, if the number of samples Ns is large
enough, the risk of incorrectly concluding that T (y) = ∅
can be made arbitrarily small, possibly at the expense of
increased computational time.
Lemma 2: Let (ν, δ) be two positive constants in (0, 1).
If Ns is chosen such that
Ns ≥

ln(1/δ)
,
ln(1/(1 − ν))

then, with probability greater than 1 − δ, the probability of
not finding a feasible pair {h, B} when one exists is smaller
that ν.
Proof: Note that T (y) = ∅ if there exists at least one
N
h ∈ BH∞ such that µ(h) ≤ . Direct application of the
results in [25] shows that if the number of samples is at
least Ns then

N
Prob Prob{∃h ∈ BH∞ , ρ : µ(h) ≤  :
(5)


s
{µ(hi )}N
i=1 > } ≤ ν ≥ (1 − δ),
which yields the desired result.

= (h ∗ u)k ,
= f (ωk ) + ηk for some ηk ∈ N

V. A PPLICATION : H UMAN M OTION M ODELLING AND
T RACKING

Note that the second constraint in (3) leads to a computationally hard to solve, non–convex optimization problem,
even in the case where Ψ(.) is affine2 . In the next section
we propose to circumvent this difficulty by pursuing a risk–
adjusted approach.
B. A Risk-Adjusted Relaxation
In this section we exploit some recently introduced results
on sampling systems in BH∞ in an attempt to find a
system such that, when cascaded with the nonlinearity BΨ,
explains the observer input/output data. This renders the
second constraint in (3) convex, allowing for recasting the
identification problem into a convex LMI optimization form.
This idea is formalized in the following algorithm:
Algorithm 1:
2 Since in this case the resulting inequality is bilinear in the variables
B, h.

The problems of modelling and tracking human motion
using as input images from a sequence of video frames
has been the subject of extensive research in the computer
vision community, see for instance [18], [14], [9], [15],
[20], [21], [23] and references therein. A difficulty with
these approaches stems from the need to search very high
dimensional spaces in order to find the correct values of
the parameters of the underlying model. This is due to the
fact that even using small size images and considering only
human silhouettes still requires processing hundreds of pixels
from each frame. In [16] it has been conjectured that the
problem can be partitioned into two decoupled problems: (a)
a tracking problem in a low dimensional manifold, accounting for the dynamics of the motion, and (b) a nonlinear, static
mapping that accounts for the changes in appearance of the
target. Moreover, the results there strongly suggest that the
dynamics that account for the motion in the low dimensional
manifold are linear, although no formal proof of the fact is
given.
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Motivated by these results, in this section we apply the
proposed Wiener systems identification framework to the
problem of human motion modelling and tracking. The starting point is to postulate that such motion can be modelled as
the impulse response of a Wiener system whose output is the
observed images. The proposed framework can then be used
to substantiate this hypothesis by establishing consistency of
the a priori assumptions and the a posteriori experimental
data, and to find a suitable model. In order to accomplish
this, we will make the following assumptions concerning the
a priori information:
1.- The output of the LTI part, ω, evolves in a 3dimensional space (this hypothesis is motivated by
the physics of the problem, where ω is related to the
coordinates of the centroid of the target).
2.- The static nonlinearity f (ω) is given:

the following state-space realization (see [17] for details):
AH ={A − [CT− C− + (AT − I)]−1 CT− C− (A − I)}−1
BH =[CT− C− (AT − A − I) − (AT − I)A]−1 CT−
CH =KC+ − KC+

{A − [CT− C− + (AT − I)]−1 CT− C− (A − I)}−1

DH =KC+ {[CT− C− + (AT − I)]A
− CT− C− (A − I)}−1 CT−

(6)
where


hT
0 I(N −1)×(N −1)
.
, C− = [1, 0, · · · , 0 N ], C+ =
A=
0
0
K
Replacing the value of h in the formulas above leads (after a
model reduction step) to the following 5th order system for
the linear portion of the model:
⎤
⎡
5
4
3
2
−0.03z +0.19z −0.30z +0.22z −0.08z+0.02
z 5 −1.84z 4 +1.13z 3 +0.92z 2 −1.57z+0.83

f (ω) = BΨ(ω)
T

= B φ(|ω − t1 |), φ(|ω − t2 |), 1, ω T

⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢ −0.08z5 +0.09z4 −0.02z3 −0.08z2 +0.07z−0.03 ⎥
H(z) = ⎢ z5 −1.84z4 +1.13z3 +0.92z2 −1.57z+0.83 ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎦
⎣
0.14z 5 −0.35z 4 +0.27z 3 +0.12z 2 −0.30z+0.16
z 5 −1.84z 4 +1.13z 3 +0.92z 2 −1.57z+0.83

with φ(x) = exp(−0.8x2 ) and

t1

⎡

0.6833

t2 = ⎣−0.4521
−0.0033

(7)

⎤
−0.7552
0.4997 ⎦
0.0036

This hypothesis is motivated by the nonlinear dimensionality reduction method, Local Linear Embedding
(LLE) proposed in [22], and the bases proposed in [8],
[16] to map human silhouettes to lower dimensional
spaces.
3.- Measurements of the pixels values are corrupted by
measurement noise of up to 10% of their peak value.
(This accounts for both actual measurement noise and
errors in establishing pixel correspondences across
frames).
The experimental data, shown in Figures 2 and 4, consists
of the first 20 frames of a human walking on a treadmill,
each having 1728 pixels3 , taken from the CMU MOBO
database. Applying Algorithm 1 with Ns = 470 samples,
which yields a probability of 99% of establishing consistency
with confidence 99% led to a feasible pair {h, B} and
hence a model explaining the experimental data. The central
interpolant4 corresponding to the linear portion of the model
is given by H(z) = KT1 (z/ρ)T2−1 (z/ρ), where H(.) has
3 The measurements vector y, of dimension 1728, was constructed by
row-wise stacking the grey-scale values of the pixels in each frame.
4 All solutions in the consistency set can be parameterized in terms of
a free parameter Q(z) ∈ BH∞,ρ . The central solution corresponds to
Q(z) = 0.

The corresponding static output nonlinearity is given by BΨ,
where a surface plot of the matrix B is shown in Figure 6.
Here the x, y axes correspond to the index of the matrix and
the z axis to the matrix value. Note that in most cases, the
rows of B are sharply peaked around one or two values,
indicating that these pixels can be explained using fewer
elements of the bases Ψi,j .
The impulse response of the identified system is shown
in Figures 3 and 5. As illustrated there, the system is able
to correctly predict the appearance of the target in the next
two frames (21 and 22). For comparison purposes, the actual
output, not used for training, is shown in the last 2 frames
of Figure 45 .
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we propose an algorithm for deterministic set membership identification of Wiener systems using
time–domain data. As shown in the paper, in principle this
formulation leads to a non-convex, computationally hard to
solve optimization problem. However, by exploiting recently
introduced results on sampling of transfer functions, the
problem can be relaxed to a convex optimization, at the
price of an arbitrarily small probability of mis-identifying
the plant. These results were illustrated with a problem that
has been the object of considerably attention in the computer
vision community: modelling the evolution of human motion
in a sequence of two-dimensional images. By modelling
5 The worst case prediction error in this interval, found by comparing the
actual and predicted sequences for the 1728 pixels, is 21.73% of the ∞
norm of the actual output. The mean square error is 0.1393 in terms of the
∞ norm of the error signal.
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this evolution as the impulse response of a Wiener system,
we were able to establish that the problem can be indeed
decoupled into two simpler subproblems: (i) tracking the
trajectory of an LTI system in a low dimensional subspace
and (ii) finding a nonlinear static mapping that accounts for
appearance changes. By decoupling the intrinsic dynamics of
the target from changes in its appearance, this decomposition
is the first step towards designing faster, more robust trackers.
Efforts are currently underway to generalize the techniques
proposed here to cases where both the linear dynamics and
the nonlinearity are slowly time varying.
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